Exciting opportunities for Territory filmmakers

27 February 2015

Calling all Territory filmmakers – who wants to be the next Mike Moore or John Pilger?

Screen Territory, with the support of Screen Australia, is offering Territory filmmakers two exciting opportunities to develop factual programs, Introduction to Factual Filmmaking and REALISATOR 2015.

Introduction to Factual Filmmaking is a free one-day documentary factual program development master class, open to Territorians with an interest in factual filmmaking, being held in Darwin on Friday 27 March.

REALISATOR 2015 is an intensive three-day development workshop being held from Wednesday 6 to Friday 8 May.

“These are great initiatives from Screen Territory and I encourage all local filmmakers to participate,” Arts and Museums Minister Gary Higgins said.

“Both the master class and the workshop build on Screen Territory’s previous factual program development initiatives and provide Territory filmmakers with further chances to develop factual programs for the marketplace.”

“Introduction to Factual Filmmaking will provide Territorians with an interest in factual filmmaking with the opportunity to hear from broadcasters and experienced factual filmmakers, and will give context to making factual programs”, Screen Territory Acting Director Meredith Garlick said.

“REALISATOR will provide participants with the opportunity to work intensively on their project in a supportive environment with expertise on hand.

“The aim of the program is to prepare projects for pitching to the marketplace.”

Up to six projects will be developed through REALISATOR.

Registrations for Introduction to Factual Filmmaking close Friday 20 March and applications for REALISATOR 2015 close Friday 10 April.

Call Screen Territory on 89515141 or email screen.territory@nt.gov.au for more information.
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